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グローバル市場における 
企業の競争優位の獲得に向けての 

知的財産の貢献方案
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 Samsung has established a special purpose firm for purchasing patents calledࠉ
"Intellectual Keystone Technology", or IKT, in Washington D.C. in the U.S. in order to 
efficiently protect itself against attacks from global patent trolls and to enhance its patent 
competitiveness. This implies Samsung considers it indispensable to reinforce the patent 
competitiveness by obtaining a number of core patents to keep an advantageous position 
against other IT firms, notably Apple Inc., amid patent wars. This Samsung's development 
tells us how important it is for companies to secure their patent competitiveness in order 
to achieve a competitive advantage in the global market.
 .Patented technology is a focal point for recent competition between companiesࠉ
Obtaining a competitive patent increases the value of the firm, so it would be an effective 
and useful means of management. Patents are regarded not only as conditions for 
production but also as tools for profit-seeking activities such as licensing, investments on 
startups and reselling. Many global companies have composed patent portfolios relating 
to their own businesses to stay competitive, confronting changing market trends and 
acquiring numerous technologies. They register patents, purchase patents, sue for patents, 
and negotiate for patents.
 It is crucial for winning a patent war whether you have the core patent in the industryࠉ
among your portfolio, rather than how many patents you have. Hence, a traditional 
custom or technology development pursuing quantity is obsoleted. Now we must be ready 
to manage to get a standard patent with high quality that is effective among developed 
countries to struggle through the global market.
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